WHITE PAPER

Move Beyond
Secure Hybrid IT to
Achieve Future-Proof Security

THE WORLD OF ENTERPRISE SECURITY…AS IT IS
Defense-in-depth…multilayered security…proactive protection — chances are you already have it
in place. See a threat, buy a box and repeat. For more than a decade, this has been the de facto
standard for IT security. In an ongoing arms race against cyber criminals, the security industry has
developed a technology to identify and combat each new threat. And the enterprise has engaged
in a repetitive cycle of technology review and acquisition, from antivirus software and firewalls, to
intrusion detection and prevention, to managed versions of these technologies, and solutions to
manage their copious log volume.
Meanwhile, cloud adoption, mobile computing and the Internet of Things are rapidly expanding
the attack surface and changing the risk profile for many enterprises. These initiatives present
challenges to existing security solutions. New transformative business initiatives on the horizon
such as artificial intelligence, advanced automation and digital business will test current security
investments even further. Meanwhile, boards of directors and C-level executives are questioning
how well security dollars are being spent and how much risk is actually being reduced as budget
fatigue creeps in.
As a result, security leaders are focused on increasing the efficiency of analyzing the billions of
events now produced by hybrid IT, mobile and IoT platforms. Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) systems are the most recent market offering designed to meet this need. If
you have invested in a SIEM system to tie all of your security technology together, you’re looking
for greater efficiency and improved protection from the investments you’ve already made. A
SIEM solution should afford some interoperability, monitoring and visibility for your traditional
environment. But for most enterprises, even a SIEM leaves them wanting more.

Why Even a SIEM Isn’t Enough
The premise of a SIEM system is to provide a single point of view for all of your enterprise security
data from multiple locations, enabling you to spot trends and see patterns of abnormal activity
much more easily. You should be all set with a SIEM. And yet, it’s difficult to justify this approach
to security moving forward. For one, some of the most recent and damaging security breaches
and advanced persistent threats didn’t involve malware, thereby rendering a SIEM ineffective. Even
with a SIEM up and running, security teams are persistently struggling with several areas:
• Configuration and maintenance for a SIEM remains difficult.
• Implementing new use cases and utilizing all SIEM capabilities is rarely achieved.
• The qualified staff needed to monitor a SIEM are hard to find and retain.
• A SIEM still offers limited response capabilities.
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Budget is an issue as well. For the most part, security budgets are tied up in current operational
costs and remain flat or growing by only single digits. Even if budgets weren’t nearly flat, the dire
shortage of skilled security professionals makes it difficult and cost-prohibitive to hire and retain
the analysts who could bridge the gap between security awareness and intelligence for the entire
IT environment, including hybrid, cloud, mobile and IoT.
Many CIOs and CISOs struggle to balance funding for security along with major technology
refreshes and new projects focused on innovation. If the company innovates with mobile, IoT and
cloud, does that require an additional layer of security, supporting infrastructure and personnel
to monitor it all? CISOs are forced to make trade-offs when it comes to security due to budget
constraints, technology limitations and a shortage of skilled professionals. They need to leverage
existing security to become more effective. And the security industry can’t afford to become
compartmentalized by use-case specific technologies given the rapid expansion of threats and
threat actors.
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ENTERPRISE SECURITY AS IT SHOULD BE…

What if you didn’t have to make trade-offs for robust security? What if security could actually be
used to stabilize the IT budget, prevent threats, reduce risk and support technological innovation?
Normally, this would involve more iterative and incremental security investments. But enterprise
security has matured enough that now we should be discussing optimization and operationalizing
investments instead of the next great security technology.
After all, your enterprise is likely engaged in optimization across multiple business areas. You need
to make it easier for clients, partners and suppliers to do business with you. This requires becoming
more transparent, increasing the connection with clients and partners and improving the customer
experience. Security can and should be at the forefront of these initiatives. Whether they involve
the cloud, mobile or IoT, these transformations don’t have to require the purchase of multiple
security systems.

Securing the Cloud and Hybrid IT — No Problem
Take the cloud and hybrid IT for example. The cloud and hybrid IT environments are a growing
reality for enterprises and flat or minimal IT budget increases will only lead to more cloud
adoptions. Savvy CISOs know that some threats can be handled the same way across hybrid
environments, while others require a different approach. What remains is the demand for security
monitoring, intelligence and visibility — from a single pane of glass — not from a whole new set of
security solutions.

Protection for Mobile Computing and Social Media Platforms
Mobile computing presents another frontier for IT and security. Most enterprises haven’t fully taken
advantage of the mobile computing platform yet. The risks of mobile computing can pose different
security challenges. Social media and mobile computing involve large amounts of unstructured
data, which carries different security risks and poses different monitoring challenges. Enterprises
want to safely utilize social media marketing and mobile platforms without having to replace,
rebuild and transform their security platform.

The Internet of Things — a New Security Frontier That You Can Manage
The Internet of Things has arrived much faster than anyone anticipated. IoT devices have now been
leveraged to crash some of the world’s biggest online platforms. Old models of network isolation
are fading out, even as “smart devices” that were designed without security in mind are coming
online everywhere from industrial automation to closed-circuit TV camera networks. As millions of
“things” join the enterprise network, your attack surface area is rapidly expanding. Big data will need
to be secured — both the data coming in that feeds big data models, and the insights and actions
that come out of big data analytics. Many IoT devices and big data systems will communicate
via cloud networks, public Wi-Fi and mobile platforms, further emphasizing the need for security
visibility, monitoring and intelligence, but not necessarily a whole new security implementation.
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Introducing Future-Proof Security…
You will need a security platform to carry you into the future to provide protection across all of
these frontiers, a global information ecosystem, fueled by data and insights from any hardware
and software vendor, from any geography, from any industry. Powered by a platform — created
and continually enhanced by a team of analysts, researchers and engineers — this information
ecosystem offers unparalleled visibility into the threat landscape. If your cybersecurity provider has
a platform such as this they should be able to protect you from current threats, alert you to threats
on the horizon, and empower you to take fast, effective action. This enables CISOs to feel more
comfortable to say “yes” to innovation, “yes” to meeting stringent budget demands and “yes” to
reducing risk to vital data.
At a basic level, all existing enterprise security platforms include tools for sensing events, tools to
make sense of these events and to distinguish threats, and tools for automation, orchestration and
response. These capabilities exist in your enterprise security environment today and you should
not have to replace these tools with each new innovation, threat or technology refresh, whether
it’s IoT, cloud, mobile or the next big thing on the horizon.
Fluid, future-proof security lets you protect and visualize any environment — whether it’s shadow
IT that was implemented without your control, a social media marketing engine housing
unstructured data or a trail-blazing new IoT application. Future-proof security means no more
trade-offs, enabling enterprises to:
• Operationalize and optimize existing security investments
• Accelerate protection at the front end of major business initiatives
• Predict business risks and make faster, more intelligent decisions
• View the entire security landscape through a single pane of glass
• Secure even the most complex environments
• Close the skills gap with hard-to-find experts, available on demand
• Reallocate cost savings to other critical areas

Operationalize and Optimize — Don’t Upsize — with Future-Proof Security
Future-proof security is a concept and a construct that can be applied to any enterprise in order
to operationalize and optimize existing security investments and afford stronger protection
and unified visibility across varied environments. The aspects of a future-proof security solution
include:
• Data, vendor and environment agnosticism
• Platform interoperability
• Global visibility
• Powerful detection, analytics and response capabilities
• Continuous intelligence
• On-demand access to hard-to-find skills and expertise
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SecureWorks delivers future-proof protection so that organizations can approach IT security as
an embedded function of business, regardless of how security challenges evolve. With futureproof security in place, the IT infrastructure can adapt without sacrificing protection. As a result, IT
security becomes a business enabler as opposed to a crisis management function. SecureWorks
delivers future-proof protection through its Counter Threat PlatformTM (CTP), an SaaS-based earlywarning system that delivers insights and deploys countermeasures, derived from analytics and
applied intelligence. The CTP simplifies your security operations allowing you to see more, know
more, and do more. We connect vast amounts of data across our network, automatically detect
suspicious activity with advanced analytics, and work with you to take action to eradicate and
prevent threats. All so you have the freedom to embrace new technology with confidence — and
less risk.
From its inception, the CTP was designed to analyze enterprise security data in a vendor-agnostic
way, using sophisticated algorithms to discover malicious activity and deliver countermeasures,
dynamic intelligence and valuable context. The CTP, combined with globally recognized threat
intelligence capabilities, enables SecureWorks to prevent security breaches, detect malicious
activity that can’t be prevented, respond rapidly when a breach occurs, and predict the tactics,
techniques and procedures hackers are going to use next.

Counter Threat Platform ™
Correlation Engine, Expert System,
Data Sciences

+

See More

=

Counter Threat Unit ™
Analysts, Researchers, Responders, Engineers
Know More

Do More

Vendor- and Technology-Agnostic Security for Any Environment
Whether you’re processing structured or unstructured data in the cloud, across a mobile platform,
or between devices on the factory floor, your enterprise security needs to keep up. Fluid, futureproof security takes in security events from all of these environments, and from any security
device — without requiring different management consoles. By spanning the security ecosystem
of products and vendors, future-proof security optimizes investments so that IT can become a
business driver.

“The Network Effect”— Insights from Security Environments Around the World
Global security visibility means more than just being able to see security events from your offices
and locations around the world. Future-proof security lets you tap into a wealth of security
insights from thousands of enterprises worldwide. Imagine having access to information about a
threat targeting manufacturers in Asia Pacific, and then seeing similar threat activity targeting US
manufacturers. A constant flow of vital security information enables you to make better decisions
faster and to improve protection through scale.
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A Powerful Detection, Analytics and Response Engine
Future-proof security relies on an SaaS-based engine that can capture events from anywhere,
anytime. As stated before, the engine is vendor agnostic, data agnostic and environment agnostic
so it can work with your existing security investments and your newest technology platforms.
In addition, it is fed with robust security intelligence, and third-party threat and vulnerability
feeds. The analytics component of future-proof security delivers context through advanced
correlation, insights through constantly adapting machine learning and countermeasures through
sophisticated expert systems. The end result enables you to make more educated security
decisions more quickly with unified visibility and reporting.

Flexibility to Extend Command and Control for Improved Response
Security platform interoperability is vital for enterprises that want to optimize existing security
investments while enhancing protection. With future-proof security, you can extend command
and control of your security environment at any time to gain capabilities not normally available to
most enterprises, including improved accuracy in detection and significant reduction in response
times — from days to minutes.

Continuous Human and Digital Intelligence
The most recent and damaging enterprise security breaches did not involve malware that could
be matched to an attack signature and blocked. Future-proof security requires constant human
and digital intelligence that goes beyond determining the “what” and “how” of an attack to
discover the “who” and “why” that is so critical to containing and eradicating advanced persistent
threats. For instance, how can you determine if a person with legitimate credentials in your
environment is a hacker versus an employee?
In addition to machine learning and automated threat feeds, future-proof security includes the
power of our expert researchers. They are constantly identifying new threat tactics, techniques
and procedures, developing countermeasures for emerging threats and providing security
orchestration and resolution for our clients. Even as SecureWorks experts are seamlessly
engaged, clients still enjoy unified visibility and reporting, and one-click command and control for
continuous response.

On-Demand Access to Security Skills and Expertise
It cannot be overemphasized — defeating modern threats requires human skill and analysis. Tools
and technology can solve only part of the problem. But the shortage of security skills in the
marketplace makes this cost-prohibitive for most enterprises. Future-proof security allows you to
engage hard to find skilled security analysts, intelligence researchers and responders when, where
and how you need them.
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FUTURE-PROOF SECURITY IN ACTION…
Realizing the Full Value from a SIEM Solution
For many enterprises, the list of security investments and initiatives is long and distinguished.
From multiple security devices and technologies to the various management consoles that
each requires, there now exists a large and complex security ecosystem guarding the various
assets and entry points of the enterprise. Seeing into this ecosystem and managing it remain a
constant challenge.
Security Intelligence and Event Management (SIEM) solutions are designed to address these
challenges. However, most enterprises still struggle with threats, visibility and management,
despite SIEM implementation, including:
• A delay in reaction time to detect and prevent advanced threat
• A lack of skilled security analysts to intelligently utilize and manage the SIEM
• A deluge of data coming into the SIEM from multiple devices, preventing the enterprise from
taking calculated action to reduce risk
Future-proof security addresses and improves upon each of these areas. With the ability to
transform billions of network events into actionable security events, future-proof protection helps
you make educated decisions in real time. A strong intelligence component delivers the power
of security experts and world-renowned researchers. They are constantly identifying new threat
tactics, techniques and procedures, developing countermeasures for emerging threats, and
providing security orchestration and resolution that is visible from a single pane of glass. Yet, what
truly sets future-proof security apart from traditional managed security service providers (MSSPs)
and the latest SIEM offerings is how each functional component works seamlessly, transforming
intelligence into automation, simplicity into orchestration and confidence into recommendation.
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Future-Proof Security in Action —
Unified Security Visibility Across Hybrid IT…
A pharmaceutical distribution and logistics
company was just mobilizing its cloud strategy
while simultaneously addressing specific lineof-business cloud adoptions that took place
without IT security oversight. The enterprise
needed the ability to pilot test its security
program for the selected cloud platform
in order to develop a secure corporate
cloud strategy. Unified security visibility and
reporting across the cloud and on-premise
IT environment were vital to this effort. Since
the enterprise also wanted to test other cloud
platforms, a vendor-agnostic security platform
was also required. Future-proof security enabled
the enterprise to conduct thorough security
testing of its cloud computing strategy and
engage in unified security monitoring across
the cloud and the on-premise environment.
With these capabilities, the client was able
to evaluate its initial “lift and shift” cloud
architecture strategy for efficiency, ease of
operation and robust security. Vendor neutrality
ensures that the enterprise can easily and
rapidly test security measures and cloud
configurations on other cloud platforms in the
future.

Rapid Endpoint Protection and Response…
An R&D-based life sciences company needed
to safeguard its intellectual property and
business, and keep pace with ever more
sophisticated threats targeting the corporate
network and endpoint devices. The company
implemented future-proof security capabilities
for 24x7 monitoring, instant alerts and in-depth
analysis across its network and devices. As
a result, the IT department receives instant
warnings that machines may be hosting an
adversary that could transfer to the network.
Future-proof security works to address issues
fast by pinpointing exactly which systems are
compromised and how they can be repaired.
According to the head of IT, “If a machine gets
infected, we know when it happened and how
it happened. With the level of analysis from
SecureWorks, we not only know our network
is better protected, but we can also
devise policies to improve the security of
our endpoints.”
The client not only gained insight into security
and confidence in its endpoint and network
protection, it also gained efficiency while
simultaneously enhancing the level of security
event monitoring. “With a small IT team, it’s
impossible to respond to alerts, install updates
and provide monitoring 24x7,” says the head of
IT. “SecureWorks delivers continuous in-depth
security that would have required two additional
dedicated IT staff to maintain.”
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IN CONCLUSION
Regardless of your level of security maturity or investment, you need to operationalize and
optimize existing security assets for better protection and ease of management. Security that
would impede IT and business innovation is security that risks being ignored. You know the
threats are increasing and the likelihood of a breach is extremely high, if not a current reality.
These concerns exist alongside the real challenges of too many security vendors and consoles to
manage, churning out too many events to analyze, across too many disparate platforms — with
too little budget to address it all.
Even with a dream budget, enterprises could not spend their way out of this quandary. And it
would only add to the visibility and management problems. Although we are calling it future-proof
security, you can start applying it to your enterprise today. Future-proof security is an approach to
protection that works with existing technology, takes in any form of data, enables global visibility,
is informed by the latest security intelligence and affords flexible management and monitoring
capabilities where and when you need them.
The next business and IT innovation — and the next threat — are right around the corner. Make
sure your enterprise security is out in front with inherent, intelligent and instant protection.

For more information, call (877) 838-7947 to
speak to a SecureWorks security specialist.
www.secureworks.com
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